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How does your teacher instruct you in Zen?

- - -

Our teacher tells us to shut our eyes and see no 
evil thing; to cover our ears and hear no evil 

sound; to stop the activities of our minds and form 
no wrong idea.

- - -

I do not ask you to cover your eyes, but you do not 
see a thing.  I do not ask you to cover your ears, 
but you do not hear a sound.  I do not ask you to 
stop the activities of your mind, but you do not 

form any idea at all.



Kensho



First Glimpse - Awakening

Most everyone has had 
moments of absolute 

clarity,  undeniable insight, 
perfect action. 

This is Kensho.

Perhaps it was experienced as an action - riding the perfect wave.

Perhaps it was emotive - first connection with your soul mate.

Perhaps it was intellectual - that error free, elegant, and correct 

program that you wrote in a burst of non-conscious oneness with the 

code.



Satori



Enlightenment

I-Thou / Part-Whole / self-Universe Boundary is Eliminated

Omniscience, Perfect knowledge of the moment

Right Action

Serenity



Wisdom
perfection

understanding

My words are very easy to know, and 
very easy to practice; but there is no 
one in the world who is able to know, 

and able to practice them.
Tao Te Ching



Zen Practice

You say that everywhere there is training and there is 
realization.  do not be deceived.  though something can 
be attained by training, it only creates the karma of 
birth and death.

you say you train in the six perfections and the ten 
thousand practices - they are all productions of 
karma.

Tell me then, what dharma is to be realized, what way is to 
be practiced?  at this moment, what do you lack for your 

functioning? and what do you need to restore by your 
training?

How does the enlightened one live?  When hungry, eat; 
when sleepy, sleep; when thirsty, drink.



En-Agile-Ment



Advocates

There are three stages of XP: out of the box, adaptation, transcendence.

Kent Beck

To seek the Timeless Way we must first know the Quality Without A Name.

To reach the Quality Without A Name we must build a living pattern language 
as a gate.

Once we have built the gate, we can pass through it to the practice of the 
Timeless Way.

And yet the Timeless Way is not complete, and will not fully generate the 
Quality Without A Name, until we leave the gate behind.

Christopher Alexander

The hardest part of Software is the Conceptual Construct.

Fred Brooks



Why

Survival



Why

prerequisite for keeping pace

Professionalism

Path to becoming a “great designer”

prerequisite for agile team membership

Cease being a commodity

only way to avoid the death of agile



Being Agile



Right Seeing

physical clarity cannot be achieved until there is clarity 

in the designer’s mind and activities.             C. Alexander

perceiving and bringing together under one idea the 
scattered particulars so that one makes clear the thing 
which he wishes to do

separation of the idea into classes, by dividing where the 
natural joints are, and not trying to break any part, after 
the manner of a bad carver

I love these processes of division and bringing together; and 
if I think any other man is able to see things that can 
naturally be collected into one and divided into many, him 

i will follow as if he were a god.                      Plato



Right Action

painted by the aged toyo sesshu, 
who formerly held the first 

seat at tendo temple, on a 
peaceful day in his sixty-seventh 
year, or the eighteenth year of 

bummei.



Right Results

simplicity

fit

aliveness



Being Agile



the path to agile being



Searching
Software crisis - 1968 [C. Alexander]

Rational Design [D. Parnas]

Silver Bullets [F. Brooks]

theory building [p. naur]

OO [A. Kay]

agility [K. Beck]



FootPrints
“order of magnitude improvement”

smalltalk (LOC, time, complexity)

object metaphor (simplicity)

TDD (quality)



Perceiving

the practices consciously



Catching

Practices non-consciously



Taming

synthesis

scr-agil-ean



Riding Home

enculturation



Bull 
Transcended

simplicity

communication

oneness (feedback)

courage



both boy and 
bull

Transcended

non-attached action

satori grounded insight



Reaching The 
Source

YDD
(theorY Driven Development)

complex adaptive systems

each to its own self true



In The World
working software

simplest thing that could 
possibly work

context, problem, solution are 
one thing


